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‘Ellis Cashmore has compiled a remarkably stimulating and perceptive book 
on the phenomenon of Beckham. A significant contribution has been to place 
Beckham so acutely in the social context of today.’  

JOHN GOODBODY, The Times 
 
‘The second edition of this trail-blazing book reveals the secrets behind the 
“Beckham factor” and its intimate, symbiotic affair with the global media and 
the celebrity-driven twenty-first century. … Whether an icon or a cartoon, 
Beckham is different, and Cashmore knows like nobody else what buttons 
have been pushed to create the ultimate celebrity of a society where we are no 
longer citizens but consumers.’ 

MIGUEL ROZAS PASHLEY, El Mundo 
 
 

FULLY UPDATED FROM THE FIRST EDITION AND INCLUDING NEW 

FEATURES: 

• The pivotal role of Victoria in Beckham’s rise to iconic 

status; 

• A full exploration of the turbulent events of 2003 

culminating in Beckham’s move to Real Madrid; 

• The scandal which hit the Beckham household in spring 

2004. 

 



David Beckham remains as compelling as ever. As the complexity and contradictions of 
his character become more evident, so our enduring fascination with the world's 
premier sport celebrity becomes more puzzling. Why are we still spellbound by 
Beckham? 
 
The second edition of Ellis Cashmore's account of Beckham's life and times answers 
this question in ways that will provoke and animate. 
 
The key to understanding Beckham's undeniable power is not his playing ability, his 
good looks, his style, his family life or even his unerring ability to create headlines. The 
influences that matter lie outside Beckham. His wife, in particular, has been pivotal in 
the rise of the Beckham brand. A virtuoso of celebrity culture, Victoria has expertly 
guided her husband's ascent. Even she must have been surprised by the status Beckham 
came to claim. 
 
Cashmore's account updates his original text, taking into account the events of 2003 and 
2004, perhaps the most turbulent and influential years of Beckham's career since 1998. 
Cashmore suggests that, while disharmony at Manchester United was often thought to 
lie behind the transfer to Madrid, there were bigger, more powerful interests to be 
served by moving Beckham to a club that has a contract with adidas, one of his major 
sponsors. 
 
Situating Beckham in the context of celebrity culture, Cashmore argues that had 
Beckham emerged slightly earlier, he would be acknowledged as solely a footballer in 
much the same way as Michael Owen. Assisted by a wife who was an A-list member 
herself and a culture that acclaimed and even worshipped celebrities, Beckham became 
god-like. He attracted a following typically reserved for only top movie or rock stars. 
 
The book also features: an explanation of Beckham's ambiguous sexual image and his 
gay following; a breakdown of the agents, managers, publicists and others who 
comprise the Beckham industry; and an exposition of Beckham's links with the likes of 
Madonna, Andy Warhol, Rupert Murdoch and Martin Edwards. 
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T h e  a u t h o r  

Ellis Cashmore is Professor of Culture, Media and Sport at 
Staffordshire University. He hit the headlines for including a 
module on David Beckham in his football culture course. 
Cashmore is an authority on sport and popular culture and 
has contributed to television and radio programmes, 
newspapers and magazines around the world.  
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